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Division Within the DCSS 
1be D.C.S.S. defeated a motion 
to strike a Discipline Committee 
three executive members. 
The proposed Discipline 
ommittee was aimed against 
Parker, Vice President 
Julian Smit, Treasurer, and 
Speaker, to examine 
1=","'"'"'• questionable behavior in 
l"r••nr,f1,.,ro,..., with their duties. 
es Parker has been 
,.,..,.,.,,..-~ of entering the college 
nr<•rn;.,.,., intoxicated, consuming 
in a non licensed area, and 
...l; .. ,..f.i: .... " "racial slurs" at an East 
guard. 
Julian Smit arbitrarily signed a 
contract with an American based 
company to receive a reader board, 
and 500 dollars a year, for ten years, 
in exchange for advertising without 
D.C.S.S. knowledge or approval. 
According to Jerome Bouvier, 
D.C.S.S. President, Karm Sedhu left 
a D.C.S.S. sponsored social, of 
which he was the executive 
representative in charge. Bouvier 
also stated that Sedhu was not 
filling his position as Speaker 
effectively. 
Bouvier spearheaded the 
motion to strike the committee " ... to 
resolve the issues that are perceived 
to have resulted from the actions of 
the V.P. Internal, Treasurer, and 
Speaker." 
Before the vote was held Sedhu 
stepped down as Speaker and 
proposed that the motion be 
ammended to include Jerome 
Bouvier to the list. 
Sedhu refused to ,publicly 
disclose his reasons for proposing 
the ammendment sayi'ng only 
''What's good for the goose is good 
for the gander." 
The ammendment proposal 
was defeated 
Charles Parker feels that Jerome 
Bouvier has dealt with these matters 
in accordance with his own personal 
mandate. 
"He had the will to speak to 
other members of the rep committee 
concerning the disciplinary issue but 
not the people in question," said 
Parker. 
Parker also stated "He 
[Bouvier] has taken a lot of the 
energy away from the society and 
directed it toward trite, frivolous 
matters." 
Bouvier was shocked and 
dismayed at the outcome of the 
vote. 
"If they're not going to take 
account for what's going on, and if 
the society doesn't want to make 
them accountable then fuck 
il You've got some bitch voting there 
who doesn't know what the fuck's 
going on," said Bouvier. 
Bouvier was surprised at 
Sedhu's motion to have his name 
added to the list. 
"No one has any idea why he 
did that. He just doesn't like me and 
I don't like him. 
Bouvier also feels he has been 
treated poorly by Sedhu. 
"I'm saying fuck it to 
everything because all I get, is 
treated like shit, [and] abused by a 
foul mouthed immature little fuck 
like Karm. If I ever see him 
somewhere else I will choke his 
fucking ass." 
Bouvier went on to say "I'm 
going to Terry Leonard on 
Tuesday ..... and I'm going to tell him 
the Student Society has chosen not 
to deal with it, and I guarantee he'll 
pursue it." 
Terry Leonard, Director of 
Facilities, said he had no intention of 
pursuing this matter. 
"None what so ever," said 
Leonard. 
Julian Smit was unavailable for 
comment at present time. 
Vice Preside t Internal 
Accused Of .. Racial Slurs .. 
by Christopher Maclaren 
Charles Parker,Vice President 
Internal, has been under scrutiny for 
an incident that took place on 
campus October 16. 
Parker was accused of entering 
the college premises intoxicated, and 
making "racial slurs" towards a 
security guard. 
The security report provided 
by Terry Leonard, Director of 
Facility Services, stated that Parker 
was allowed access to the D.C.S.S. 
office at 1:30am " ... to pick up some 
personal belongings." 
Approximately 2:05 am, a 
security guard found Parker asleep 
in his office and " ... a strong smell of 
alcohol in the room." 
The report states that when Mr. 
Parker was woken and asked to 
leave " ... he responded with a 
barrage of obscenities and racial 
slurs directed at the guard, [Ranbir 
Bajwa] an East Indian. " 
Parker admitted to using 
obscenities, but felt he was being 
unnecessarily harrassed by the 
security guard. 
"I did not respond with a 
barrage of racial slurs, I said 'I can't 
understand a fucking word you're 
saying ' ", said Parker. 
Parker said the reason he came 
to the college was to find his 
keys, which he had lost . 
"I couldn't get into my house. 
Thinking I might have left them in 
my office I went down to the 
school," said Parker. 
" When I couldn't find them I 
grabbed a sleeping bag and planned 
to go to sleep. 
A discrepancy in the official 
report stated that " ... he entered with 
his own key." 
Parker argues " How the hell 
could I let myself in if I didn't have 
my keys?" 
Parker claims the guard 
continued to harrass him as he was 
trying to phone a friend to arrange 
a place to sleep. 
'1 kept saying just a moment, 
just a moment, I'll leave, I'll leave. 
But this guy was continually being 
rude to me. I kept saying could you 
shut up? The guy just kept talking 
to me and I couldn't understand 
what he was saying, " explained 
Parker. 
"Finally I held the phone up to 
the guard and asked my friend, who 
is also East Indian, ' Can you 
understand what the fuck he's 
saying? '." 
In a memorandum, Terry 
Leonard reminded the Student 
Society that the office space utilized 
by the D.C.S.S. is college property 
and falls under college jurisdiction. 
"Consumption of alcohol in non-
licensed areas is prohihibited." 
According to the security report 
, ''Mr. Parkers' office was littered 
with empty pop cans , and an 
empty liquor bottle." 
Parker admitted to being 
intoxicated, and said he regretted 
breaking school policy. 
'1 went in drunk and had 
a bottle in my bag, or what was left 
of il I never should have drank that 
last little bit.l should have just left it 
in my bag." 
Jerome Bouvier, D.C.S.S. 
not racist 
President, feels Charles Parker has 
not taken responsibility for the 
incident and needs to be 
accountable. 
"Charles wont mention it. He 
won't say a fucking thing. He wants 
to ignore it, "said Bouvier. 
Bouvier also stated that Terry 
Leonard wants Parker to formally 
apologize to security. 
''Terry's been calling down to 
security to see if anything has been 
done, and there hasn't. He's going 
to be even madder when I tell him 
that it's not being dealt with. I'm 
going to recommend he deals with 
Charles in any way he thinks is 
right." 
Terry Leonard denied 
requesting a formal apology to 
security .He also added that he has 
nothing to do with the internal 
disciplining of the D.C.S.S. 
''My response to the Student 
Society regarding the incident with 
Charles Parker was a memorandum 
that you have a copy of. And I have 
no problem with you publishing it. 
I have asked for no further action, 
and nothing else will be 
undertaken." 
• 
• 
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Other Classifieds 
Engendered Species an AIDS 
benefit party featuring Short 
Dances for Sale (offered by 
action auctioneer Andrew 
Wil~on) Saturday, November 14 
SMASH GALLERY 160 West 
Cordova starts 9 pm tickets $5 at 
the door dances made and 
performed by Noam Gagnon, 
Dana Gingras and Pipo Damiano 
with guest dancers and 
musicians more info· 872-2375 
The following Is a sampling of 
some of the volunteer 
opportur:~ities Available through 
the Burnaby Volunteer Centre: 
X-MAS EVENT: Volunteers with 
a holiQay. spirit are needed to 
take pictures of kids with Santa. 
Others are needed to help 
prepare a pancake breakfast. 
Dec. 13. 
CLINIC: A pre-
admission clinic needs 
volunteers Mon/Tues/Thurs 
afternoons to greet and direct 
outpatients. Orientation-
Nov. 24, Training-Dec. 2. 
DRIVERS: Defensive 
drivers with a class 4 license are 
needed to drive deaf children to 
and from 
school. Sign language is an 
asset but not necessary. 
Weekdays 
MUSIC: A rec. centre is seeking 
a music loving volunteer to help 
conduct a basic class on music 
for special needs teens/adults. 
Training provided. Mon. eve. 
SECRETARY: A volunteer 
recording secretary Is needed to 
keep minutes at a research 
foundation's 
monthly meetings. One Wed. 
evening/month. 
INTERVIEWER: A volunteer is 
needed to conduct interviews 
with people looking for volunteer 
jobs. Great work experience! 
Tue.!Thurs. afternoons. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
THESE OR OTHER 
VOLUNTEER 
OPPORTUNITIES, PLEASE 
CONTACT THE BURNABY 
VOLUNTEER CENTRE AT 294-
5533 
Contact: Tracy Manrell, 294-
0343 
Babysitter available: 
Experienced babysitter available 
for before-and after school. Walk 
to and from Lord Tweedsmuir 
Elementary and after school 
Oper1. 
a.r1d s~y 
Student Discount 
vvi.th. 
38601-40 PACKAGE $1498 
i486SX-25 PACKAGE $1575 
i486DX2-50 
PACKAGE 
i486DX-50 
PACKAGE 
All Models Feature: 
•4MB RAM 
•1 .2MB 5.25" & 1.44MB 3.5 " FDD 
•105MB Tosniba Hard Drive (18 ms) 
•1 MB Trident SVGA Cord (102ol'760) 
• TVM 3A LR SuperVGA Colour Monitor .28 dp 
Upgrade to TVM 4A+ non·int. monitor +$50 
• Parallel/2 Serial Ports 
•101 Key Enhanced Keyboard 
• Windows 3.1, MS.DOS 5 & Mouse 
~ TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
TraveiMate 
4000WinDX 
486DX Notebook 
• 4MB RAM & 1MB SVGA 
•120MB Hard drive • 5.61bs. 
5 & Win 3.1 • Ballpoint Mouse 
Creative Labs 
Multimedia Upgrade Kit 
CD-ROM drive with Midi Kit and 
Sound Blaster Pro and FREE CD software 
$3888 
386SX·33 
Ill PACKAGE 
• Sound Blaster Pro • Microsoft Bookshelf 
• Microsoft Windows 3.1 • Hammond Atlas ml 
• Microsoft Works • Amet'ican Heritage Dictionary e 
• Authorware Star · Columbia Encyclopedia 
• Mathematics Tempra • Bartlett'• Familiar Quotations j • 
• Sherlock Holmes Game : ~to!~ -r:~;~:ions 
• Macromedia Action • World Almanac 1992 
• 2MB RAM • Connor 45MB Hard drive 
•1 .2MB 5V•" or 1.44MB 3'/•" Floppy Drives 
• Trident 512K (1024'768) SVGA Card 
•IBM 8513 VGA Colour Mon"or 
• Parollel/2 Serial Ports •101·Key Enhlnc.d Keyboard 
• Microsoft Mouse, Windows 3.1 a MS.OOS 5 
• FunStart soltwore package (5'/•" only) 
•1049 
AMP US 
OMPUTERS 
IN SURREY 
10746 King George Hwy. 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2X7 
FAX 584-8383 
411:11:111:!1) 
Zoltrix 9&124 SIR FAXIODEM wrait~alaiw Sollwn 
Canon BubbleJet BJ.l Oex . 1_.... ,L-t.J. SIW • 
sas 
5418 
Fujitsu DL-900 24Pi1Prlll.- ~68 
Fujitsu DL-1200 Colol' 24 Pill Prill.-, wiN miate '398 
Panasonic 4410 Laser Printer 51211,5pplt '838 
IEC LC95 Postscript Level II Laser Printer 2118,&ppll $1788 
SEE US AT U.B.C. 
2162 Western Parkway, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1V6 · 
FAX 228-8338 
SEE US IN KELOWNA 
#6·1551 Sutherland Ave. 
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 5Y7 
FAX 862-8083 
t:l;fiJI:!:t 
OUT OF TOWN 
CALL COLLECT! 
Kelowna: Tues.-Fri. 9:30 to 5:30 I Sat 10:00 to 4:00 I Closed Sunday & Monday 
Vancouver I Surrey: Mon. -Fri. 9:30 to 5:30 I Sat. 10.00 to 4:00 I Closed Sunday 
OUT OF TOWN 
CALL COLLECT! 
November 13, 
r-ess~ 
doo.elas c:olleg&'• a .. to...,...., ... .n.d&nt n&w•pap.,.- •lnc:.a 1976 llliililiiii• 
CLASSIFIED& FORM 
Mercy Elementary and Lord 
Kelvin Elementary also within 
walking distance. References 
available. 
Phone: Kathy at 522-8574 
Noon At New West: Fall'92 
Concert Serles.Admlsslon Is 
free. A warm invitation Is 
extended to all. November 19. All 
performances are on Thursdays · 
from 12:30 to 1:30pm In the 
Performing Arts Theatre . 
TV For Sale. 1992 Sony 21" 
colour TV, less than ha~ a year 
old. Top of the line, high 
definition picture tube, remote 
control. Only $450.00. 
Call Usa: 435-9028 (after 9pm) 
JIUIInUIIOliiUJI tO JOb 
Search ,November 
17, 2-4pm, Presenter: Alena 
Strauss.lntroductlon to 
Communication Skllls.Thursday, 
November 26, 1 Oam-12 
noon,Presenter: Sandi Strate. 
Spaces available at Mount 
Pleasant Community Daycare. 
Ages 1 1/2 and up. Cooperative-
run.Piease call 879 -8321. 
Kawas.akl 900. 1973, most a 
classic. Only 21 000 Kms. Good 
• cond. $1 200 OBO. 
Call 251-4246. 
Cot for Sale. Excl. Cond. 
Almost new. Moving, must sell. 
$50.251-4246. 
emz¥bu;D~ 
e can't give you $500, but we can 
help you find a spiritual centre and 
a group of caring if malajusted 
friends. Drop by Room 1020 or call 
525-3542. See you soon! 
September 10, 1991 the Other Press 
Other News 
White Ribbon Campaign 
Seeks to Educate Men 
by Gord Belec 
The White Ribbon Campaign 
(WRC), is taking steps to initialize 
awareness of the violence against 
women, and some members of the 
Other Press have taken action to 
organize a campaign on campus. 
The WRC was originally 
created to remember the Lepine 
massacre whe:ce-14-women were 
slaughtered at the Universite de 
Montreal on December 6, 1989. 
Organizers have since 
expanded themeaningofthewhite 
ribbons to represent men working 
together to end violence against 
women. "The White Ribbon 
Campaign was set to acknowledge 
the war on women, and by 
acknowledging the problem and 
surrendering to the war, we are able 
to quit contributing to the violence," 
states Angus Adair, one of the 
organizers of the campaign. 
'1 believe its encouraging," says 
Chris MacLaren. co-organizer," and 
if nothing else, a positive step forward 
towards awareness and possibly 
understanding mens violence against 
women." 
''The Campaign is a radical 
change in format with the white 
ribbon, which is distinct from 
anything else," comments Angus 
Adair, "there's a distinct symbolism 
involved." 
"Its a first step for men to 
recognizeandacknowledgethatthere 
is this rroblem [violence against 
women , but they have to do more 
throughout the year to educate 
themselves," states Angela 
Chiotakos, "its got to be more than a 
6 day affair." 
Males of all ages can wear a 
white ribbon from December 1st to 
the6th,andareavailableatthe0ther 
Press office in room 1020. 
Some Facts on VIolence 
Against Women 
LEvery17 minutes a sexual assault 
is committed in Canada, and 90% 
of the victims are female. 
2. 60% of college aged males report 
that under the right circumstances 
they would use lOrce, rape, or both 
in sexual relations with a woman. 
3.A Wmnepegstudyof551 women 
found that 27% had been raped or 
sexually assaulted in their lifetime. 
Nearly 70% of the women knew 
their attackers. And 87% did not 
report the assault to the police. 
4. Rates of violence against 
particular groups of women, 
including women with disabilities 
and Aboriginal women, are 
consistently higher. 
5. Research has found that half of 
sexually assaulted womenareunder 
17. 
TEN IMMEDIATE THINGS YOU 
CAN DO TO STOP THE 
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 
1. Wear a White Ribbon from 
December 1st to December 6th. 
2. Get your male friends to wear a 
White Ribbon. 
3. Object to any sexually demeaning 
pictures ofwomenintheworkplace. 
4. Cllallengejokesandsexistlanguage 
thatimplyviolencetowards,orabuse 
of, women. 
5. Examine how your own behavior 
might contribute to the problem. 
6. Contribute to your local shelter for 
battered women, rape crisis centre, 
or other women's programs. 
7. Ask your sports club, company, 
union, school, bisiness associates, or 
place of worship to start a White 
Ribbon Committee. 
8. Join others in your community to 
insist that police lay charges in all 
cases of wife assault 
9. Write to the media or to advertisers 
to object to demeaning images of 
women. 
10. Make a small donation to the 
White Ribbon Campaign. 
MEN WORKING TO END 
MEN'S VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 
GET INVOLVED. 
Women everywhere in Canada live in 
fear of violence. The White Ribbon Cam-
paign is an effort by men to break the 
silence on this issue, and make a differ-
ence. By wearing a White Ribbon 
December 1 to 6, leading up to the com-
memoration of the Montreal Massacre, 
The White Ribbon campaign needs 
your financial support, and invites you 
to help start a White Ribbon Committee 
in your workplace, 
school, place of 
worship or 
community. 
we help focus the reflection, 
discussion and commitment 
which can lead men to 
join women in taking respon-
sibility for ending men's 
violence against women. 
.GET INVOLVED. 
1-800-263-6276 WHITE RIBBON 
CAMPAIGN IN TORONTO 
416-596-1?13 
3 
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Other Arts & 
No Sour 
Grapes 
1bis wasmysecond time seeing 
TheGrapesofWrath,andi was very 
impressed. The first time I saw them 
was at 86 Street. The band was fairly 
laid back, as was the audience. 
Various IDlest musicians played 
instruments like cello and lapsteel 
with the band. 
The Grapes of Wrath 
Commodore Ballroom 
October 38', 1992 
reviewed by Byrun Stedmann 
1bis time however, The Grapes 
were anything but laid-back. They 
played with emotion and energy 
which gave the music immense 
power. The audience was very 
energP.ticaswell;unfortunatelythere 
were some people who seemed to 
think that they were at G. W .A.R. or 
Pantera rather than The Grapes of 
Wrath. 
There was a real moron 
mentality in the Commodore that 
night: beer bottles were thrown, 
certain individuals started sla'IT' 
dancing and became physically 
abusive. One male member in 
particular was extraordinarily anti-
social. He didn't just slam dance, he 
was trying to hurt people. At shows 
like Soundgarden, or Ministry I 
would expect a more violent crowd, 
but The Grapes of Wrath? Come on 
guy, get a grip. 
He didn't just slam 
dance, he was trying 
to hurt people. 
the Other Press 
y, All You Happy Slaves 
"Our politics, religion, news, 
athletics, tdualtioll, ll1ld annmerce 
Juzve been transformed i'ltto 
congenial adjuncts of show 
business, largely without protest or 
eT1t1l muda populllri'IOtice. The result 
is that we are 11 culture on the tlel'ge 
of amusing itself to death." 
-Neil Postman, 1985 
1984 was George Orwell's 
dark prophecy of global 
totalitarianism. When the year 
1984 actually rolled around we 
held our breath to ~ if Big 
Brother would be watching. A 
collective sigh of relief was 
breathed when our darkest fears 
did not come to pass. 
Nell Pos1man 
Amusing Oweelves to Death 
Penguin Books 
Reviewed by Angus Adair 
In 1985, a professor of 
communications arts and 
sciencesatNYU, Neil Postman, 
published a book called 
Amusing Ourselves to Death. 
Postman's book makes it 
clear that our relief may be 
premature. It is a powerful and 
disturbing critique of the age in 
which we now live. An age 
Postman has dubbed The Age of 
Show Business. He suggests that 
we were holding our 
breath anxiously awaiting 1984, 
we missed what was really 
happening- Aldous Huxley's 
prophecy of happy slaves in 
BraveNewWorld,notOrwell's 
prophecyofBigBrotherin 1984. 
Hemakesastrongcasethat 
there is no reason to ban books, 
deprive anyone of information, 
conceal the truth from us, or 
suggest we are a captive culture. 
The reasons for this are that no 
one wants to read, we have so 
much information that we are 
"reduced to passivity and 
egoism", the truth is "drowned 
in a sea of irrelevance" and we 
are a "trivial culture" in love 
with the mindless trivia 
propagated by television. 
Postman makes the 
observation that in Orwell's 
vision of the future we would be 
controlled by pain, that "what 
we hate will ruin us." Postman 
asserts that what has happened, 
and is continuing at the speed of 
light at which our technologies 
funct;ion,is thatwearecontrolled 
by" inflicting pleasure" and that 
"what we love will ruin us." 
Postman's book has 
recently become the focus of 
attention for some media 
journalists. This is not because 
of how important it is, (and it is 
an important work on theroleof 
media in our society) but 
becauseRogerWaters,formerly 
of the rock band Pink Floyd, 
used it as inspiration for the 
title and content of his latest 
album. It would appear 
Postman has become an 
example of his own point 
concerning the sea of relevant 
irrelevance. 
This review can, by no 
means fully explain the details 
of Postman's thesis. In fact it 
would be tragically ironic to 
soundbite a book about 1V's 
presenation of the trivial and 
superficial as deep and 
meaningfull. 
However, the most 
important point in Postman's 
book is that technology is 
ideology, and ignorance and 
apathy of this will prove very 
dangerous indeed. Postman is 
not simply on an anti-tech 
tirade. His book is a thoughtful 
and careful analysis of how 
culture changes, when the way 
it communicates with itself 
changes. He shows how 
epistemologys differ from oral 
based cultures to simple print 
based cultures to'print based 
cultures with printing presses 
to the telegraph, to radio, to 
where we sit today- in front of 
our1Vsets. 
November 13th, 1992 
These Days, took a back sea~t~to~!·~~~ii~!j~iiiiiiii~;:;:;;;;;••~· 
older material which came across estern c.·v.·l.·zatlon 
with a great sense of freshness. In 
fact, most of the material seemed to 
come from the albums, Treehouseand 
Now and Again. At the start of their 
first encore they played a great cover 
of Neil Young's "Heart of Gold," 
and followed with an outstanding 
version of a very old Pink Floyd 
Both the sound and the lighting song, "See Emily Play'' (which can be 
crew were really off the ball for this found on the CD single for '1 am 
Yes, I know, I am using an 
unoriginal title, butitis the title most 
apt for the topic of this series: the 
cfecay of society. We live in a time of 
great unrest; a general feeling of 
uneasiness is in the air. People have 
lost faith in their leaders and in 
institutions-alackoftrustpervades. 
by Byrun S1edmann 
television and film industries. We 
hear about ten year old boys involved 
in the gang rapes of six year old girls. 
People are assaulted and killed for 
wearing the wrong kind of clothing, 
having the 'wrong' colour of skin, 
and believing in a different relifon. 
The next article will be on 
apathy, hopelessness and 
peoplehaveincreased. Wefightabout 
racial and gender equality (or 
inequality), sexual orientation, 
politics, religion, the environment, 
violence in the media, gun control, 
abortion, euthanasia, immigration, 
human rights, student rights, animal 
rights, concert locations, bus fare, 
etc. Divided westand,ateachother's 
throats we fall. show. The lighting was poor and Here"). 
quite ordinary. The most interesting The opening acts weren't too 
effect was the lighting off of the bad. Deadhead Cool (featuring 
backdrop, that made the stage look Eugene Ripper) is a poor excuse for 
like the album cover for These Day's. a reggae band, but their other "non-
The sound man seemed to be reggae" songs were O.K I had never 
grooving on the mix he had laid heard Circle C before this concert 
down for the band, but shouldn't andididenjoythematthebeginning 
have. 1be mix was poor for most of of their set and end of their set, but 
the night; the keyboardist and Kevin they lagged in the middle. 1bis, I 
Kane's guitar solos were hardly have been led to understand, could 
audible. bedueto arecentchangein the band 
Despitetheseproblems,theband line-up. 
was tight and they played with a Next time any of these bands 
greata.mountprofessionalism.Some play, I would recommend going to s ~ presents FRE/Capitot Recording Rs 
Society has become apathetic. 
People have ceased to care about the 
problems, theatrocities,and the needs 
of the world around them. People 
have become self-centred, looking 
out for number one. 
Violence in society is on the rise. 
Itisfed tousregularlybywayofthe 
the end of history. 
society has become more 
factioned and fractured then it ever 
has been in history. Conflicts among 
Overthecourseoftheyear I will 
be writing more observations about 
our post-modem society. I'll be 
looking at the opinions and the 
theoriesofmanyprominentthinkers 
and figures in civilization today. The 
next article will be on apathy, 
hopelessness and the end of history. 
Foolish to Ignore Immaculate Fools 
How this album escaped the they're every bit as polemical as major similarities Immaculate Fools 
attention of mainstream "rock radio" Waters. Or Cockburn. Maybe even have with anything in this 
is a mystery to me. Frankly, I'm moretothepoint. Thekickeristhey week's ... month's ... year's 
amazed.RogerWatersjustgotaway don't sound sameasiteverwas, mainstream. 
with yet another comeback, political sameasiteverwas... If you're listening to "rock 
gibberish spews forth from another Don't be too surprised if names radio," or you fancy yourself to be on 
in the endless queue of left over like Barry Wickens, Brian Betts, Paul the forefront of new music, you're 
sizzledmindsofthesixties ... butfresh Skidmore,PaulWeatherillandKevin really missing something if you 
talentthelikesoflmmaculateFoolsis Weatherill soon find their places in choose to ignore Immaculate Fools. 
ignored?! the annals of politically expressive Take a chance on something the 
The~ Shop rock 'n roll mainstream ignored. Surprise 
1 oy late Fools 1be political diatribes (and the yourself. 
mmacu uslc descriptionfits!)areinterspaced with One more thing, Immaculate 
Sony M • Celtic folk tunes that measure up to Fools are playing the fabulous 
reviewed by. MarkS. Foster the level of expertise we North Commodore November 24th. 
Gimmeabreak, man! American listeners have come to Alongside none other than Rolling 
Immaculate Fools second offering, expectfromagenremostofusknow Stone(andsuperstarinhisownright) 
1be Toy Shop, has it all. These guys precious little about. These cuts are Ronnie Wood. Trust me on this one. 
may not be former Floyders, but the beginning and the end of any 
Hey Phill, How Does it Feel to be Fabulous? 
Never heard of him? Jimi Christian, which in the music world material,quiteoftentakingthemusic 
Hendrix considered him one the best usuallymeansrelegation to obscurity. to places it had never been before. He 
guitarists of the late sixties. When Sinceabout1977hehaschurned gotcloseandpersonaltotheaudience 
askedhowitfelttobethebestguitarist out fourteen albums. His latest as he explained what his songs were 
in the world, Edward Van Halen album, Beyond Nature, is an aboutandtalkedaboutvarioustimes 
replied, "Ask Phil Keaggy ." Keaggy instrumental album which expands of his life. He covered three Beatles 
has been around' for just about 25 onhisalreadyimpressivetechnique. songs, "Help"," In My Life", and" 
years. Keaggy showcased this technique in Penny Lane" (during ''Penny Lane" 
Phil K a a concert in East Vancouver at Glad hepulledoffagreatPaulMcCartney 
The No e t!~th, 1992 Tidings (a name too seasonal to be a impersonation), showing their vern dl r church), with just himself and his influence on his music. 
FRID,AV NQ;tTDMBER 27 Glaiedwedn ngsb By s d acousticguitar.Hewashumourous Ihopehecomesbacksoonashe ~ ' v .n rev Y run te mann and humble. has a new album coming out called, 
THE COMMODORE He played with a band called He played for two hours and Crimson Blue.. . . . . Glass Harp; in 1968 they opened for forty five minutes, with much of the If you appreoate fine ~us1cranship, 
Doors:8:30lm bands like Orl.cago and Yes. Then, materialcomingfromhislatestalbum go see Keaggy- even if you.aren't a 
Tick ail bl all Tick •'ets l'h~wr b h 280-4444 around 1972, he disappeared from and the album before it, Find Me In Christian, because he g:tves an ~-l_ets_a_v_a _e_at __ l_etmast __ er_o_uu __ ~_ . ..:::.be--=-y=-p _on_e,.;__ _ ' __J the music scene. He had become a These ·Fields .. He expanded upon -set exceptional performance. 
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Adams topping the music crunchingguitarriffsandstrongsolo chartscalled'WheniLookintoYour charts if not so controversial, but Firehouseisabandtowatchoutforin 
busting record sales across efforts. Bill's creativity cannot be Eyes'thatcanbeboughtatanydecent that's for you to check out. the 90's, and with continued success 
country,and swapping headlines questioned as he offers his listener a record store. The song is your basic 1 After hearing 'November Rain' (and allot of luck), should top the 
adailybasis,bandslikeFirehouse refreshing change from the average love you, I need you, I miss you' (G'N'R) for the thousandth time, charts, break record sales, and swap 
little or no attention at all. guitar work that so many guitarists ballad, but its a catchy tunewithneat throwing Firehouse into the stereo headlines with the big boys of rock n' 
• itretaou.sessecondalbuminasmany play. keyboard progressions. The heaviest provided me a refreshing escape roll. Check it out, its worth the listen. 
called Hold Your Fire was 
~:lea:sed in 1991 and shows great 
.,..,IProti::~l forthenew, up and coming 
out of South Carolina, USA. 
self titled debut album did 
Firehouse is 
Fresher Than 
the United States, and now 
Your Firemea1<inginto the November Rain 
_.. ............... markets, the band should 
....,....,;v<..-1 and finally that Perry RfcltJ!dson &:ss), plays 
nothing fascinating, but does play a 
strong and integral part in the bands 
sound and style- the musicianship is 
there, but creativity lacks. Fellow skin 
basher (drums), Michael Foster 
doesn't miss a beat and shows his 
talent on tracks such as 'Hold Your 
Fire' and 'Reach for the Sky.' Vocals 
and keyboards are CJ Snares 
responsibility, and his vocals are 
nothing to laugh at CJ's vocal range 
is better than average and he can hit 
particularly high octaves without 
P~3SUGAR 
fEATURING BOB MOULD FORMERLY Of HUSKER DU 
with Special Guests 
THROWING MUSES &.. TH£ BOO RADLEYS 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 18Doors&:OOpm 
From Senepl, West Africa 
~ YOUSSOU .N.DOUR 
And THE SUPER STARS BAND trom o.ur 
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 18 0oon &30pm 
. . 
\ 
Bon Jovi is Back and Keeping the Faith -
So what have the Bon Jovi outlook for the 90's. of everyday people and portray a 
boys been up to for the past four BON JOVI positivemessagetothemasses,Jovi's 
years? Kickin' back and coming to KEEP lHE FAITH Keep the Faith can and will do it. 
terms with life and love, that's what. Bon Jovi' s blues influences shine 
BonJovi'sfifthalbum,KeeptheFaith, polygram/mercury records through with tracks such as 'A Little 
is slotted for release in Canada reviewed by Gord Belec Bit of Soul' and 1'11 Sleep When I'm 
November 3, 1992. The first single The album is hot as Bon Jovi Dead.'Theirfirsteverten-minuteepic, 
released from the album, called 'Keep gets back to basics and uncovers the 'Dry County,' gives an incredible . 
the Faith,' has received substantial grass roots style of writing. The account of the struggle people had in 
radio play and has already graced message is quite clear with tracks the boom/bust years of smalltown, 
recordchartsacross the country. Long such as 'Keep the Faith' and 1 USA. There are, of course, ballads on 
gone is the commercial sound of Believe'whichfocusonbelievingin the album, such as 'Bed of Roses,' 
Slippery When Wet as Keep the Faith yourself to get through the ever which will probably be a single, and 
enters unchartered territory with a changing dynamics of the 90's. If youcanbankonitbeinganinstanthit. 
new sound, new message and a new ever an album was to touch the lives 
Khan's Not Hopeless You can 
Brenda Khan is a part of the ~singing and vocalization. bet h•t 
new folk movement which is rising Her song writing is not very on a I 
up all over North America. interesting. Suzanne Vega is able to • 
Br nda Kha paint clear coherent pictures with 
Eple han 1 "8 ookly her songs, she creates interesting P Y 0 r 0 imagery. Tracy Chapman is able to 
Sony Music write about certain concepts and 
reviewed by Roar Jorgenson social concerns without getting 
Twoprominentmembersofthis preachy; Chapman has something 
movement are Tracy Chapman and tosayandshecommunicatesitwell. 
Suzanne Vega, who have opened the Khan's song writing, for the 
doorsformanyyoungerfemale,folk mostpart,isbetterthanyouraverage 
artists. Brenda Khan is one of these pop artist, but she still fails to create 
youngerfemaleartistswhohavehad effective imagery or to, at times, 
an open door to walk through and communicate her ideas clearly. My 
that's a good thing for her, because favourite songs over all are 
she can hardly reach the door knob. "Sleepwalking" and "Mojave 
Epiphany In Brooklyn, is Ms. Wmters". 
Khan's second album. While I have 
not heard her first album, I hope it is 
better than this one. Epiphany is not 
something to be proud of, it is for the 
Khan's voice sounds quite a bit like 
Edie Brickell's, only it is more 
irritating.Someperformerscan'tsing 
well, but their voices have a certain. 
interesting character. Ms. Khan's 
voice is not the most atrocious voice 
out there, butitisnotalways pleasant 
to listen to. Songs like '1 don't Sleep 
I Drink Coffee Instead", and "Mint 
Juleps And Needles" demonstrate 
this very well, while songs like 
''Madagascar" and ''Losing Time'' 
show that she is of 
She can 
barely reach 
the door knob. 
Whlle f'm not sold on Eptph£1y 
In Brooklyn, I don't think Brenda 
Khan is hopeless. I believe she has 
the potential to become a better 
performerwithastrongand unique 
presence. Hopefully things will have 
improved by the time she goes into 
the studio to record her next album 
The album was recorded in 
Vancouver at Little Mountain Sound 
Studios with our own Bob Rock 
producing and mixing. It was ~ruce 
Fairbairn who brought us the Sltppery 
When Wet and New Jersey albums, but 
a conflict in scheduling uncovered 
Mr. Rock,. and with the band taking on 
a different outlook. the change was 
welcomed by Bon Jovi. The boys have 
a full fledged world tour to back the 
album, starting January 13, 1993, in 
Pensicola, Florida. 
The music is incredible, the 
message is positive and their outlook 
is new. Keep the Faith will possibly go 
downasthebestBonJovialbumever. 
Expect to see them on the charts for a 
long time to come. Bon Jovi has not let 
us down ... they continue to keep the 
faith. 
BonJoviinthe90's:Itssomething 
new! Its hot, so GET IT! 
Vancouver 
Look Out! 
LookoutVancouver!!!Coast1040 
brings you Polygram recording artists, 
Soup Dragons, to promote the band's 
most recent release, Hotwired. This 
well known Scottish group will 
undoubtedly perform an irresistible 
buzz mix of psychedelic 
instrumentals, simplistic, yet ever 
strong lyricsdouand eclectic dance 
grooves. 
Soup Dragons 
November 29, 1992 
86 Sl Music Hall 
preview by Tara Meiklejohn 
YoudiehardSoupsupportersand 
curious semi-pop fans are in for a big 
time treat. Soup Dragonsappearat86 
Street Music Hall on Sunday Nov. 
29. Tix. $22.00 at Ticketrnaster, Track 
and Zulu Records. Doors open at 
See there!!! 
.. ,. ' .. ' 
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Other Feature 
lt•s A Multinational Deal 
NAFTA Agreement places power in the hands of big business 
by Naomi Klein 
reprinted from the Varsity, U ofToronto 
TORONTO (CUP)-The economic 
policiesofglobalizationmaybe taking 
NorthAinericaneducationoutofthe 
hands of the public and placing it 
firmly in the hands of corporations 
with growing political might. 
Wiih·the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFfA) on the 
road to becoming international law 
in the new year, students in Canada, 
theU.S.andMexicosaytheirschools 
stand to be turned into profit-
generating, high-tech corporate 
playgrounds whose agendas will be 
subject to the fickle winds of 
"competition'' in theever-i:!xpanding 
global market-place. 
Students, educators, and labour 
organizers fear the trilateral deal will 
decrease their countries' tax bases as 
large corporations move to Mexico 
where labour is cheaper and taxes 
lower.Withfederaltransferpayments 
on a steady decline, they say pciblicly-
funded education will suffer. 
'1f you are offering acc~ssible 
university education. your taxation 
base is very important because 
without a strong base, federal transfer 
payments decrease. What we are 
looking at is a further erosion of 
Ontario's industrial base, leading to 
an attack on the universality of social 
services, including education." said 
Neil Walker, a researcher with the 
Ontario Secondary School Teachers' 
Federation. 
Arnie Weinberg is a member of 
International Student Trade, 
Environment and Development 
(INSTEAD), a coalition of U.S., 
Canadian, and Mexican students 
opposed to the deal. 
She points to the California state 
education system as a preview of 
what's to come if NAFTA passes. 
California, once famous for state 
schools boasting low tuition and high 
quality education. has cut education 
funding by 11 per cent after tax-
paying multinationals moved 
operations to Mexico. As a result, 
universities have raised tuition fees 
and,insomecases,haveevenrefused 
to accept 5rst-year stude11ls at all. 
Several public high schools have been 
shut down. "Losing the tax 
baseisabigpartofwhatishappening 
in California," said Weinberg. 
But Jeff White, a spokesperson 
fortheDepartmentofExternalAffairs 
in Ottawa, says because Mexico only 
accountsfortwopercentofCanada's 
total trade, the government does not 
expect Canadian corporations to 
move south. 
''Wedon'texpectanyrelocation 
of industry," said White. 'There are 
all sorts of reasons why companies 
relocate. Labour cost is only one of 
them. NAFTA is only going to have 
a fairly modest economic impact on 
Canada. We expect itto be positive." 
But critics say when the trade 
doors open, the demands of industry 
take precedence over social 
considerations, as governments 
attempttokeepcorporationsathome. 
The mere threat of leaving creates a 
climate hostile to corporate taxation. 
Weinberg said that in the U.S., 
corporate access to and control of 
university resources and policy are 
being used as bribes for continued 
and future investment. 
Jock Fmlayson, vice-president 
and chief economist of the Business 
Council on National Issues (BCNI) 
- a national business lobby group 
-saidmoremoneycan'tbegivento 
education. 
''We don't see much scope to 
askgovernmenttopourmoremoney 
intoeducation. Wearealreadyover-
tweed." 
But Weinberg disagreed. 
''Economic policy is being based 
completely on how the corporations 
can have more money," she said. 
Mary Ann O'Connor, 
coordinator of the Ontario Coalition 
for Social Justice, said the proposed 
International Space University (ISU) 
at Toronto's York University is the 
"spearhead" of the growing move 
towards U.S.-style privatization in 
Canada. 
Universitiesacross theworldare 
bidding for the ISU. A board which 
contains representatives from 
multinational aerospace firms will 
regard for the impact it has on the 
community." 
This direction in education 
policy is reflected in the federal 
government's recent Prosperity 
Initiative. 
The federal government spent 
$19 million on a steering committee 
- the majority of whose members 
were representatives of major 
corporations - to come up with a 
plan for Canada's future prosperity 
in the "global market-place". 
Eight of the report's 10 areas in 
need of reform were education-
related. Theinitiativecallsonschools 
to become primarily, if not 
businesses will be investing more 
in post-secondary education in the 
next 10 years, and that the money 
won't be going towards 
universities' operating budgets. 
"We are encouraging 
businesses to make strategic 
investments in post-secondary 
education to areas like Ph.D 
students doing research in 
particular disciplines directly 
related to their (the investor's) 
fields or beefing an apprenticeship-
type system," said Finlayson. 
''Business and students are going 
tohavetobecomemoreaggressive 
in funding education, like in the 
students throughdegreeand certificate-
granting programs, providing them 
with the labour and market skills that 
will make them, and their country, 
competitive," says Remus. 
Remus added that the new vision 
is a profound shift from the liberal view 
of universities as providing accessible 
training in critical thought. enabling 
citizens to participate fully in a 
democratic society. 
'1nternational trade is governing 
our education. The type of researching 
being promoted (in NAFfA) is trade-
driven research, needed to carry out the 
economicagendacontained inN AFT A 
Gone are the wider goals of economic 
and social development in each of our 
countries, or any provision for research 
aimed at improving quality of life in 
and among our three countries," she 
said. 
Fmlaysonsaid thatwhiletheliberal 
modelofaccessibleeducationisgoodin 
theory, it hasn't worked in practice. He 
advocates more specialization in post-
secondary education. 
N.AF~ 
''Not everybody can and should be 
going off to post-secondary education. 
Wehaveaveryaccessiblesystemwhere 
thequalityiserodedand we can't really 
afford topourmoregovernmentmoney 
into it," he said. ''We have to ask, are we 
getting the maximum return on our 
investment?" 
Remus said that one of the most 
worrisome and far-reaching effects of 
the world-wide deregulation of trade is 
the '1evel playing field" effect which 
decide which country is offering up 
the most of its resources to secure the 
"investment''. 
So far, the Ontario government 
has pledged $11 million in start-up 
costs and $3.5 million annually 
towards operating costs. The federal 
government has pledged $15 million 
inca pi tal construction. and hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in 
scholarships for Canadian students. 
York is offering land and degree 
status; the University of Toronto is 
offering up the resources of its 
engineering department. 
Canadian aerospace 
corporations Spar and COM DEV 
Ltd. have pledged $3 million to the 
project. 
Critics say the endeavour 
amounts to a publicsubsidyofprivate 
enterprise because enrolment would 
be restricted to those able to pay 
tuition costs as high as $25,000, and 
ISU's potentialmilitaryandcorporate 
research will give little to the tax-
paying public. 
''We see the ISU as part of the 
same agenda of allowing 
corporations to use public resources 
forprivategains. It is a glimpse at the 
future if we don't stop free trade-
thefirstprivateuniversityinCanada," 
says O'Connor. '"The way they are 
approaching research is by putting 
enterprise wherever there is the most 
advantage to corporations without 
exclusively, media for job training 
and profit-generatingresearchaimed 
at making the corporate sector more 
"competitive". 
Indeed, free trade is the answer 
being touted worldwide as the 
solution tothecurrentfinancialcrisis. 
There is an emerging consensus 
between industry and government 
on the role Canadian schools will 
play in this changing economy. 
'The direction of education 
policy is not going to be directly 
effected byNAFfA, butwedohave 
to make sure our education 
institutions are able to compete in 
today's global market place," says 
White. '1n examining the priorities 
for the future, we need to strengthen 
our research in the hard sciences if 
we are to enhance our 
competitiveness." 
The new shared vision offers 
economic benefits to both 
government and industry. If the 
corporate sector takes on the burden 
of funding education, the 
government will ha"'e less cause to 
tax corporations. Taxation gives 
industry little control over how its 
revenue is spent by schools and 
government But when they . give 
institutions money directly, 
corporations are free to make the 
schools and graduates suit their 
profit-making needs. 
BCNI's Fmlayson confirms that 
makes unionized labour com_pete with 
non-unionized labour and public 
schools, like those in Canada, compete 
with private ones in the U.S .. 
A recent study published by 
Maclean's magazine shows that U.S. 
universities enjoy 45 per cent more 
funding per student than Canadian 
schools. But current measures to 
increase our per student funding 
conspicuously exclude an increase in 
government subsidies. Instead, 
Canadian schools are facing cuts in 
enrolment, tuition fee increases and 
increased "strategic" corporate 
sponsorship. 
''When it comes to creating a level 
playing field in education, what is going 
to stop the growth of American-style 
privatization of educational services, 
increasing use of lower- priced 
American textbooks, or worsening 
U.S .. " conditions for Canadian faculty -all of 
Jim Turk, director of whichareunacceptablefromaCanadian 
education for the Ontario perspective," said Remus. 
Federation of Labour (OFL), said In Mexico, where there are no 
that's exactly the problem. tuition fees, the situation is even more 
Industryseesunderfundedschools drastic. Since rumb~ of a free trade 
as an opportunity for subsidized agreement with the U.S. began, the 
job training - something they Mexican government has been 
would otherwise have to do for threatening to implement tuition fees, 
themselves, he said limit the number of students who go to 
'There is a strong sentiment university and the time they are able to 
in the business community that spend there. 
the role of education is to be job- Massive student strikes in Mexico 
ready. This lessens their own last year successfully postponed the 
obligations as employers. There is reforms. 
a ridiculously low level of training "TheMexicangovernmentis trying 
provided for their own workers to mimic what is happening in . the 
-oneinthreebusinessesprovide States," said Weinberg. 
it," said Turk. 1be unquestioned assumption in 
Catherine Remus, a the government's current economic 
researcher for the Canadian · policy, intimately tied to free trade, is 
Federation of Students (CFS), said the idea that government must organiz 
the increased corporate the public sector to suit the needs o 
involvement in post-secondary "investors". With government powe 
education-bothitsfundingand weakened in the name o 
policy making -suits the current "harmonization" in propose 
federal government, which has cut agreement, Remus worries that the fac 
more than $32 billion from post- of Canada's social programs will 
secondary education since 1986. altered irrevocably. 
"The government can use "NAFTA will perpetuate a 
NAFTA to make its own vision economicclimateandlimitgovernmen 
rome true: a smaller government powers to the extent that it will be ve 
role in social services and smaller difficult to reverse these trends," sa 
transfer payments," she said. Remus. ''While such a system will cos 
"The Tory vision is a the government less money, the 
privately-funded system of price that Canadians will pay is loss o 
assembly-line education, moving public control." 
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titleofthenewestandmosttechnicallyawesome ''You're trying to involve as many people process that the actors have to go through to 
Douglas College Theatre Department as possible, plus an interesting script that the accomplish their character- that they have to 
c::> production to date. public's going to like. And you have to step within themselves and find out how they ~c:::. 
No, it does not refer to the days the play is correspond the two departments: Theatre and feel about this character that they're going to 
showing. Stagecraft." portray, and they have to be that character ." 
I literally had to kidnap two stagecraft She said that the main reason was the "Most of the technicians don't see this, so 
students, drag them away from the set, and quality of the script, but also the director they think that they're just fucking around 
then bribe them (with special coffee and beer) .considers justwhatthe production will bring to doing bonding courses, and vice a versa for the 
into taking some time out from their busy thetheatrecommunity. actors. Theydon'tseeusandwhatwedo. They 
schedules to .talk to me. As Amadea said, "how many years in a just see the finished project." 
Karla Rothweiler, Head of Props and 
Amadea Edwards, Stage Manager, were the 
unlucky victims. They have both been working 
at Douglas College for somewhere around 
thirteen hours today. Karla says fifteen; 
Amadea's not sure. They are looking at me 
blearily over their drinks. 
I ask them what it is exactly that they do 
and Karla says, "ohmigod, where do I start? 
The first process is to read the script, and the 
second process is to read it again. You go over 
it, and pick out all the props that are gonna be 
needed in relation to the lines that are being 
spoken." 
"Basically the way they outline it is that a 
prop is considered anything an actor touches." 
Some props also require "certain placements" 
that must occur between acts. 
'That's called pr~t." /' 
As far as Saturday, Sunday, Monday goes 
Karla said, ''The essence of the play is that they 
actually cook and eat real food." 
"So for this show, anyways, there was a lot 
of shopping." 
Having gone with her more than once, I 
remember buying everything from frozen 
dinner buns (they're cheaper) to giant vats of 
tomato sauce. 
Another problem was the meal itself. 
''Becausesomeoftheactorsarevegetarians,the 
ragucouldn'tbemadethewayitwassupposed 
to, withmeat.Ihavetopre-set. Theactualragu 
that they eat is pre-made and ready for them." 
Other props must be rented and renovated 
~-----..-like the dining room chairs which are seen in 
acts two and three. 
''We reupholstered themourselves .... when 
you rent stuff like that, you find out if you can 
~t the furniture in anyway. Most theatres 
are pretty good about that." 
Some props are made from scratch here at 
the college, like the dining room table." 
Amadea describes her position as Stage 
Manager in this way: 
'1'm involved with everything to do with 
the show. Everything from the designer' sneeds, 
the prop needs, the carpentry needs, the sound, 
the lighting. I'm the information kinda little 
outlet for everybody." 
'1t's incorporating all of those elements 
and making the play." 
The actors are her number one priority. 
''With this show, it's a seventeeh people cast, 
it's huge." 
Apparently props aren't the only 
intimidating production feature of this 
technically fomidable play. 
Sometimes thesetitselfcancreateproblems 
as is the case here. 
''Because, it [the set] was so far forward, 
we couldn't close a curtain on it'' This means 
that Karla and thecrewdotheirjob,rearranging 
furniture and organizing all the pre-sets in front 
of a live audience. 
So I'm thinking of all these difficulties,and 
lhadtoaskwhytheywouldchoosetodoaplay 
if it was that hard. · Amadea was quick to 
respond that when theychooseplaysatDouglas 
theyconsidertheoverallprocessandhowmany 
Would you let these people rearange your furniture? 
row can you do plays like Guys and Dolls, or Amadeaagreedandadded that the tension 
[Karla] Fiddler on the Roof or Oklahoma?" is understandableafter"beingwith these people 
''Musicals always make money, no matter every day and doing the same thing over and 
whereyoudothem,becausetheaveragemiddle over," but she says the whole process is kind of 
Joelovesshitlikethat .... likeOI<,Idon'twantto '1ike watching this little seed grow." 
think but like put a lot of visual stuff in front of Amadea also stressed the need to be able to 
me and I'll be happy." take "abuse" and "rejection", for both actors 
She says this play does both. '1 mean it's and stage craft crews. 
about a family and everybody's usually a part Don't forget, besides creating productions 
of a family. It'saboutcommunication,itsabout for the Douglas College Theatre Department, 
relationships, its about food, its about, home these people are students. They have other 
life. And when you think about family if there classes too. The production itself is one class. 
is any particular culture the Italians rule. The '1n the real world you can give a hundred 
meal is an excuse for these people to all get percent to whatever show it is that you're 
together and share stuff." working on", Amadea said. 
Both women say their time at the college is '1fl was Stage Managing, and I was not in 
very important to their future careers. school, that's all that I would do. But I've got 
According to Amadea, "it's what I want to do five other classes." 
for a living so this is like a big test for me, to see She also said that because of the emphasis 
if I can manage it. And in school it's very that is put on the productions they end up 
different than being in the professional world." getting most of their attention, but was quick to 
'1n the professional world if you fuck up say that other instructors do not accept 
you're lost. They kick you out. There's no production as an acceptable excuse to skip 
second chance, there's no little pat on the back, classes. 
'well we know your tired but' ... [it's more like] I then asked her what she gets out of the 
"toobadgetanotherjob ... peopledon'thavethe program. Does she graduate? 
patience." Amadea says ''You get a certificate, and 
Karla adds that its high stress because of you have a good idea of what it's about." 
deadlines. ''You've tasted lighting, sound, props, 
You have a day that you open and you painting, a little drafting, then in all reality you 
have to open on that day. You have to have should further your education." 
everything done and ready'' Amadea adds, ''Most people walk out of there with new 
"theres no sorry's." interests. I never thought of Stage Manager." 
,/ 
They both agree that it's a "collaborative 
effort." In Amadea's words, "without the actors 
we would have no jobs, without us the stage 
would be lost." 
There's so much animosity between actors 
and Stagecraft, in the professional world, but 
there doesn't need to be." 
Karla agrees. 
'The line that separates the technicians 
and theanimositythathappens theresometimes, 
I think is just a lack of understanding. The 
Karla agrees sleepily, that she had no idea, 
previously that this was the kind of work that 
she wanted to do. 
"All I knew was that I wanted to go to 
college and I was gonna take maybe business 
managementorsomethinglikethat. Sol bought 
a calendar and looked at the table of contents 
and picked out all the things thatl was interested 
in. I saw Stagecraft and as soon as I read it I 
knew that was what I wanted." 
They both had lots of good things to say 
about the program here. 
Amadea said "(we have] top of the line 
lighting, we have this huge stage, we have a 
house that seats 350 people ... great materials, 
stuff that theatre's across Canada would kill 
for." 
''But it's necessary if you want to teach 
people what all these materials are about and 
what they're used for- you need them". 
''There'splaceslikeStudio58thathavethis 
great theatre department, -or one of the top 
acting schools in Canada- Langara, and they 
have the shitiest facilities, they have terrible 
equipment. It's older than my Grandma. 
Amadea starts almost dreamily "If you 
had the professionalism of Langara and the 
facilities of Douglas ... " 
Karla finishes '1t would be the best in the 
world."' 
Ksula and Amadea thank Cheryl Matheson, 
Sharon Thompson, and llrew Young. 
0 
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AND I ALwAVS THocJ6E1r 
ALL 11Us FUSS ABOUT .STUDENT 
LJTEJ<Ac'f wAs .:rusr A BuNcH 
Of REAGriONAR.Y 6ARMGE 
~ ~ [ 
~w.~n l 
Did 1ou.. know tkcJ 
-there ~...-e. O'Gfo,..5 soJler-in~ thro'"''h 
Sc.hool On 'jov.r own 
c~ "' ~ 
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BRAND NEW. FRIEND 
Thought Without Design 
True thought is not stolen 
Uke they want you to believe. 
"Just Do It" is the slogan 
:§u~ , tfl'~t outcome is af);ltpve11~ \~'i< . 
'"""""·-"---s outcome ~~our 4,qwnfall, ·'' 
Or so they wantt.ts · elieve. 
This outcome is yq strength, r'"l 
And none greater can they concie\r~ .• 
Not a weapon 
.\ Not a weakness 
From the first breath, 
Pure experience. 
y '111<;;,4· .. 
Morbid Times ' '-~;.~,. 
...r. ~. 
Hi 
this is just 
a little letter 
dedicated 
to those who's 
grammar 
could be better 
and who's 
typos 
know no bounds 
dare I expound I found a br@lld new friend 
Smiling witlJ string. 
Dizzy spellsymd dancing in the dark. 
A wish or twt) on a star or whatever. 
.. ~ 
He was a fti:~ talk friend. 
-DxMx 
tZen 
-~~{, 
I'm sitting in this ept4,emic place. 
Crowded jabbery face·~~; 
extremely unusual rae~ 
of course 
creative 
they laugh, they talk. ,~ 
they eat, they sleep, · 
Look at me as if I'm t· · A shoulder of sorts. knew what to say. 
Everything in common. sitting together 
Words and thoughts poured, so much to look forward to. 
weird, scratch my-
1
tlilmmy 
wtth my beard, but 
He was a rainy day friel)d 
Not afraid of the puddles. 
An endless talk. up to QUr knees in conversation: 
Free. sharing. together. 
He is a distant friend. ,,, 
Busy with things and change<i it,.~eei;lls. 
Yet. in my heart. I think of special times. 
I need another brand new friend. ·- ~ 
-T.M. 
:-~ 
\} 
'l ,. 
L 
'< 
A Bachelorette's Damnation; 
~ 
< 
Since my occupation of this dreary suite of late 
Well. it's been some time - eight weeks ... nine? 
Since my blinded eyes were made to see 
With bold and startling clarity 
The choice I knew I'd have to make-at stake 
My mental destiny was bleak 
and downright haunting me 
So it was with much haste to depart my place 
that curses ... .I forgot my Raid! h, .. , / 
But not to fret , J 
To date. I've found new spacious quarters ~ 
Lost for good my brain disorder 
And have not yet glanced upon one thing that's 
Funy as it scurries 
Now I languish here in new surroundings 
Cherishing the warm memories of my dreary suite 
Where I had not heeded 
really its not me. ~, 
" its the extremist HYing 
rt ,, in my body, suckiftg the 
"-.. slowly moving cells which 
orbit around myt heart. 
~-e hard thu:ry.ps of 
~- -" cells~hjtt}p.gMciously 1~ the enemy, proves that 
i\ I'm still living 
t-- and for one day they ~ ·~ shall make peace in my 
:y 
:: body 
,~ and that will be the day I 
·;t' will lie forever in the soil. 
Oksana White 
The importance of having one's new spacious quarters heated 
by Jeanette Willemsen 
though I may be 
ethically I 
cannot correct 
even though 
I dive deep 
in sympathy 
(of course) 
What I need 
is caution 
indeed 
discretion 
be freed 
so long as 
your certain 
yer spellins 
not hurtin 
if you are not 
careful 
as can be 
your poem 
is a groom 
well suited 
to be wedded 
to the 
garbage bin 
many 
are already in 
that is, 
if it's not 
already married 
to your 
phone number 
or address 
through which 
your errors 
could be redressed 
unless, 
of course 
you misspell 
on porpoise 
and not because 
your floundering 
Just a Witty little ditty 
from the 
Other Creative Coordinator 
10 
The iwne David Irving should 
send shivers up any normal persons 
back. Irving is a Britisli anti-
holocaust writer who believes that 
the slaughter of six million Jewish 
people by Hitlers Nazi-Germany 
was exaggerated. Irving also 
believes that the gas chambers 
which kilfed thousands of people at 
the Auschwitz concentration camp 
were built after the war as tourist 
attractions. He was convicted in 
Germany ·for 'desecrating the 
memory of the dead', and although 
there is no such law in Canada, 
Immigration officials finally grew 
balls (no gefider bias intended), and 
ordered him out of the country. He 
was picked up by police in Victoria 
for defying the Immigration order 
not to enter Canada, but somehow 
evaded officials and slithered in 
anyway. 
There are places in the world 
for David Irving, and Canada is 
definitely not one of them, but the 
most frightening aspect of this 
whole episode were the supporters 
of Irving. Everyday people who 
look like me and you, from the ages 
of 16 to 60, came out to protest 
Irving's right to 'Freedom of 
Speech.' A frightening feeling came 
over me as I sat and watched these 
people parade around the street, 
demanding police to set Irving free. 
Did they not know what David 
Irving was all about? Most of them 
probably did as some had swastikas 
tattooed on their arms and necks. 
Did they not know why Irving was 
in jail to begin with? Th probably 
didn't. The issue at ~and was 
Irving's defiance of Canada's 
Immigration ruling not to enter 
Canada, not a violation of a 
constitutional right I watched with 
disgust as a news reporter asked a 
protester what exactly the tattooed 
swastika on the back of his neck 
meant if he did not support Irving's 
views? The protester said the issue 
was freedom of speech, not his 
beliefs. 
The exploitation of the most 
sacred constitutional right of 
freedom of speech has caused 
tremendous racial problems in the 
USA, and groups such as the KKK 
and the Neo-Nazi Movement use 
this as their legal loophole to avoid 
prosecution. The David Irving case 
serves as a reminder to Canadians 
that this type of cess exists in our 
own backyard, and we must make 
each other aware of the dangers that 
these groups pose to our Canadian 
friends that are not white, anglo-
saxon protestant. Canada's 
Immigration ruling to have David 
Irving extradited should send a 
strong message to other hate 
mongers who are thinking of 
coming to Canada: they need not 
bother as their welcome is not here. 
They must know that Canada's zero 
tolerance to such ridiculous 
prejudices are not acceptable, and 
thanks to Immigrations quick 
response, that message has been 
sent loud and clear. 
-Cord Belec 
November 13,1992 
The Other Press is Douglas College's autonomous student newspaper 
ince 1976. 
. Being autonomous means neither the Douglas College Students' 
ety or the College administration can tell the Other Press what to 
rin!· Only you, the students, can decide what goes in the paper by 
~pmg out. It means that if someone doesn't like us, they can't shut your 
mce down for telling the truth. 
We receive ?ur ~ding from a student levy collected from you every 
mester at regtstration. and also from local and national advertising 
venue. 
The Other Press is a member of the Canadian University Press a 
ooperative of almost 50 student newspapers from across Canada. We 
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. The Other Press reserves the right not to publish anything sexist, 
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Staff This Issue 
Continued from the last issue ... 
Upon attacking the new wizard, Angela Chiotakos with a bucket of 
boiling acid, the army consisting of Matthew "Tigger" Johnson and Tara 
Meiklejohnson fell into a trap of seaweed. Angie laughed in hysteria 
as the rest of the crew watched in horror. Chris MacLaren and Angus 
Adair charged forward with flying fists but tripped over the corspe of 
the dead wizard, Elaine Leong, before reaching Angie. Byrun Stedman, 
Brook Johnston and Nadine Handley cried in auguish at the loss of 
their friends and died of shock. Angie joined up with the Wicked Witch 
of the West, Sean Veley danced around the piles of corpses. 
Coordinators 
Sean Veley advertising Byrun Stedman & Tara Meiklejohn 
&review, Nadine Handley photo, Greg Holtz graphics, Elaine Leong 
, Angie Chiotakos production, Brook Johnston poetry, Christopher 
cLaren features, Marion Drakos classifieds, Gord Belec news, Mark 
oster letters and editorial, Stephen So distn"bution, Trm Crumley office 
the Other Press 
Other LeHers 
Dear Other Press: 
Women's emergence into 
political life began in 1913 with the 
formation of a group called the 
Montreal Suffrage 
Association,(Casgrain, 1972). This 
group of women played a 
significant part in the establishment 
of the right for women to vote. 
Terese Casgrain and Mrs. Gerin 
Lajoie assisted in the process by 
proposing amendments to the civil 
code which included various issues 
such as property ownership and 
teaching wages. Great persistence 
by women such as Emily Murphy 
resulted in opening the doors of the 
Upper House of Commons to 
Canadian women. 
There has been a gradual 
expansion of female representation 
in the government since the early 
1900's as it became crucial to 
address certain issues. The baby 
boom "era resulted in women's 
return to family life. The state of the 
economy was such that women had 
to w?rk and many problems began 
to anse, such as inadequate day care 
and higher living costs. Women 
faced a dilemma, salaries were low 
and, compared to men, women 
were under valued by society. 
Women were not being heard or 
represented satisfactorily by the 
dominating male government. This 
was the greatest hurdle they faced. 
Many benefits arose as a result of 
women working through these 
obstacles. Women who involved 
themselves in political life 
demonstrated a considerable 
amount of perseverance and 
strength. 
Judy was a loyal Liberal who 
was bright and deeply committed. 
She was someone who believed 
strongly that if the Tories ran the 
government it would be disastrous 
for the country. Judy states in her 
book ,Memoirs of a Bird in a Gilded 
Olge that, "the feeling that politics 
was everyone business, or that it 
ought to be." Her involvement with 
the liberal party started at the age of 
twenty-one, at which time she 
became a member of the Young 
Liberal Club. Shortly after she 
became president of the Provincial 
Liberal Women's Organization, a 
victory by one vote. She faced the 
opportunity to break into politics 
professionally in 1960 by running in 
the Niagara Falls riding . . She 
ignored statements such as "no one 
will vote for a woman," and decided 
to run anyway. She accumulated 
lots of support and won . 
Her success continued as she 
fought diligently for what she 
believed in. During her reign as 
minister of National Health and 
Welfare she implemented the 
Canadian Pension Plan and helped 
to design Canada's Medicare 
system. From 1965 to 1968 Judy was 
Secretary of State and war 
responsible for bringing in the 
boundary act. The establishment of 
the Royal Commission on the Status 
of Women in Canada was 
implemented by Judy. She acted as 
spokesperson for the women's 
movement and defended several 
legal cases dealing with sexual-
discrimination. In addition she 
hosted a radio program called 'The 
Judy Show ' in which the regular 
theme was the discussion of 
women's roles. An example of her 
The Comic Zone 
.. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. ... ' ... . ,. 
outspokenness is her reply to a 
statement by the Winnipeg Free 
Press which stated that Judy was 
seen by the feminist movement as 
" the ideal women, single, childless, 
outspoken, career oriented and 
successful." Judy disclaimed this by 
saying that "there was no reason 
why women could not be fulfilled 
tending a home and children." 
Judy is considered one of the 
most influential women in Canada. 
She influenced the Canadian 
government during her years in 
cabinet. She proved that women are 
capable and competent members of 
government, cabinet, leaders of 
homes, mothers and citizens. There 
is still a long journey ahead to 
political and economical equality for 
women, but Judy overcame an 
enormous amount of the obstacles 
faced by women. 
Dear Other Press: 
I wish to co~end you on 
your recognition of women in the 
October 30 issue of the Other Press. 
This is the first concrete 
acknowledgment I have seen that 
women are part of Canada's history. 
However, in the very same issue you 
have a headline which reads "One 
Step at a Time To The Top, Ladies!" 
This headline promotes sexist values 
for two reasons. 
''Lady"isasexistterm. The 
dictionary defines lady as "1. a 
woman who is refmed, polite, well 
spoken; 2. a woman of high social 
November 13, 1992 
Bible College in Season Opener." 
The first headline introduces a story 
about a women's tealn; the second, 
amen's team. The disparity is quite 
obvious: "One step at a time" 
conjures up images of women 
daintily stepping their way across a 
soccerfield; ''Royals crucify" evokes 
images of bloodthirsty players 
(which the story reveals are male) 
crucifying their opponents. Women 
play just as hard as men, yet the 
headline makes women's sports 
sound like a tea party. Also, the 
second headline doesn't say "Male 
Royals ... " Why should the ftrst one 
mention the sex of the players 
involved? That's kind of like saying 
"female doctor," as if it's such a rare 
occmrence that attention must be 
drawn to the person's sex. 
lknowthattheO.P. [Other 
Press] wants to promote equality for 
everyone,regardless of gender, race, 
religion, sexual preference, etc. I 
hope this letter will help. 
Sincerely, 
Karen Rempel 
Print Futures student 
To the president of Douglas 
College Student Society. 
We are discussing no small matter, 
but how we ought to live. 
-Socrates 
Dear Jerome Bouvier, 
positionoreconomicclass; 3. wife." In April 1992, when Douglas 
These definitions show that lady has College began its inhuman 
several connotations. First, the word treatment toward me (which is not 
reinforces a value system where the issue of this complaint), I 
went to Ms. Marleen Lehti, the 
women are harmfully divided into D c s s · "d tha 
. . . . VIce pres1 ent at t time, 
twocategories:Madonnaandwhore. to discuss my concerns and asked 
Sexuality and virtue are notmublally for help. She (kindly!) helped 
exclusive, but lady preserves the me. . 
notionthattheyshouldbe.Itsupports • I have been informed that she 
th y torian rali th .. ood" has told my story, later, to one 
e lC mo ty ~ . g of the much respected D.C 
orrefmed women shouldn tlike sex. employees whom I was trying hard 
Second,theuseofladymaintainsthe to exclude from this matter. Ms. 
class consciousness of a time when Marleen Lehti kept spying on me 
upper-class women were accorded a and ~po~ all my meeti~gs with 
. . her (mcluding false accusations) to 
certam amount of respect, if not that employee (and whom else I do 
equality, and lower-class women not know). ' 
were not. Women of all social and These acts are not only 
economic levels are equal· the term unprofessional but .also unethical 
"lady" implies the con~. Third and immoral. Th_e stud en~ society is 
. . ' the student's sooety and if students 
thewordhasaconnotatlonofdefining can not trust it who else should do 
women in relation to men. Women so? 
are people first; it is hard to attain Please, do your best to prevent 
self-definition when society keeps su~ a story from happening 
defining us as daughters, mothers or agam. 
wives. In sum, has come to connote 
Yours Truly 
Madhy Sirdehai 
03 OCtober 1992 women who are asexual, wealthy, 
and married. This in itself would not 
be a problem, provided the word was 
only used to describe women who 
have these characteristics. However, 
in a world where women are seeking 
a healthy sexuality, equality, and 
self definition (as opposed to 
defmition in relationship to others), 
lady simply won't do. 
P.S. Also, a copy of this letter is 
submitted to the Other 
The second problem with 
this headline is less obvious. But 
compare "One Step at a Time To The 
Top Ladies!" to "Royals Crucify 
Press. 
r 'm G-o 1tJ<:. 'T"o sruo Y 
by Filipchuk 
.............. 
. . . . . ....... -... -. 
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Other Sports 
Royals Take TWIN WINS oVer Two Weekends 
by Ryan Cousineau 
The men's rugby team is on a 
roll. In successive weekends they 
destroyed BCIT 24-0, followed by a 
hard fought victory against the UBC 
Thunderbirds, 13-6. 
The Royals started out playing 
without the full fifteen players, but 
somelatee~:rrivalsmadeuptheteam, 
and no harm was done. 
The game was played under a 
cloudy, unsettled sky at Central 
Valley in Burnaby, and the players 
seemed to reflect the weather. After 
Shawn''MadDog''Madigansentthe 
team off to a quick start, scoring an 
early try that ended up being the 
winner. 
The game then got violent, with 
asmallfightresulted ina warning for 
DouglasCollegecoach,MikeCollins. 
Perhaps it was his attire thatincurred 
the referee's wrath, dressed as he 
was in camo pants and a black 
sweatshirt with the motto "God 
Knows Bo" on the front. Or maybe it 
was because he ran onto the field and 
assumed a fighting stance. 
However, the Royals settled 
downandrolledintoaneasyvictory. 
Madigan went on to score another 
try, but was injured early in the 
second half and did not return. 
Game two was a much different 
affair .In threeyearsoftrying, Douglas 
has not beaten the Thunderbirds. 
Theweatherplayedasignificant 
role, with a strong wind ttom the 
west whipping over the UBCfieldon 
a sunny but cool afternoon. 
Douglas used the wind to their 
advantage,goingup•-Oafterthefirst 
half on a penalty kick by Mark Bermel 
and a try by Trevor Felts. 
But UBC was not out. With the 
wind at their backs, they were able to 
kick for 3 points, but then Troy 
Gallagher made a spectacular run 
from his own half of the field to score 
the Royals' second try. 
However, there was no 
conversion on the try, and after a 
second penalty kick by the T-Birds, 
UBC was within a converted try of 
tying the game up. 
Inthelatestagesofthegame,the 
Fortunately , the Royals play rugby better than they high-five 
Royals started lookingshaky,and their 
seven point lead started looking very 
small. 
But the inspired defensive plays 
kept the Thunderbirds from putting 
the ball down in the end zone, despite 
a few scary sends when the ball was 
held in a ruck behind the goal line. 
UBC continue<;l to press Douglas in 
the dying seconds, but when the final 
whistle blew, the Thunderbirds were 
a few meters short of a try. 
CoachCollinsmayhavesummed 
up the Royals' hang-tough showing 
bestwhenhesaid, UBCwouldn'tcome 
back because "we've got balls." The 
Royals are now tied for first place 
overall with a 5-2 record.• 
Royals Plays For Four Wins at BCIT 
by Baine Leong and Darren Smilie 
Douglas College Women's and 
Men's Volleyball teams extended 
their winning streaks with a 3-0 and 
3-1 point wins respectively against 
theCollegeofNewCaledonia(CNC) 
from Prince George both at 11am on 
Halloween. 
The Women Royals fell behind 
in the game early on. allowing the 
opposition to start dictating each set. 
A "varied attack" and strong 
defensive blocking fron CNC kept 
the Royals guessing for each rally. 
However, in keeping their cool, 
Douglas made several comebacks 
closing margins as wide as 9-5 and 8-
2 to trounce CNC into the ground. 
Meanwhile the Men's Team 
came out to beat the much weaker 
CNC team . Douglas kept control 
throughout the entire match but 
suffered frequent lapses when they 
allowed CNC back into the flow of 
the game. Strong hitting from Jason 
Baxter, Fred Foo and Adam Ferris 
led the team to a 3-1 point win. 
As if the first wins weren't 
enough, both teams came out again 
laterinthedaytodefeatSelkirk3sets 
toO. , 
The Worn~ Royals jumped to 
an early lead. Selkirk started out 
badly but made their own comeback 
inclosing the gap between the scores. 
Combining st;rong defense with 
determination to win, the Royals won 
the first set at 15-9. 
The second set seemed more 
evenly matched. The defense and 
offensewereweakerfor Douglas than 
the first set but' the Royals managed 
to tum the game around towards the 
end. They pulled a fast win of 15-10. 
Set three, Douglas lacked on the 
defense allowing Selkirk to 
breakawaytoamarginallead. Slowly 
butsurely,Douglasclosed the gap of 
the two scores. The action was fast 
but the running score and rotation 
came slowly for both teams as the 
ball crossed back and forth over the 
net. Selkirk struggled to come back 
but their effort was not enough to 
win. 
After a time-out by the Royals, 
Douglas took the game into their 
own hands winning 15-8. 
"Scarlett, Vandergraaf and 
Sattler led the way with 6, 6, and 9 
kills respectively. Douglas used a 
balanced attack with no less than 
seven players contributing at least 
three kills." 
Coach Dave Dalcanale 
commented that this game lacked 
the intensity that the team needed 
but was glad for the 3-0 point win. 
The win leaves· the Women's 
recordat3-().{). The Royals are ina tie 
with Okanagan College (record 3-1-
0) for second place. 
Meanwhile Selkirk served first 
in the Men's game but lost service as 
side-out was given to Douglas due to 
lack of serving skill. 
Douglas starters were Mike 
McNamara, Adam Ferris, Paul Chu, 
Fred Foo, Jason Baxter and Braden 
Gabert. 
Though the beginning was a 
repetition of back and forth "volley, 
volley, boom, block. volley, volley, 
boom ... ", Selkirk took the marginal 
lead of 5-2. The Royals had strong 
serves by Baxter but they were often 
"over-served" thus racking another 
two points for the Selkirk lead to 7-2. 
Selkirk took service again and 
lost service to the Royals. Ferris 
brought on three attacks to raise the 
score 7-4. Ferris and Gabert then 
blocked an attack by '5elkirk player, 
T. Cross to up the score to 7-5. 
Douglas' technical skills helped 
in calling the "out-of-bounds" serve 
to tie the score at 7-7. 
From then on in the game, the 
Royals took control of the game 
jumpingthescoreto14-7withblocks, 
kills, and "EUH" s. 
For Douglas' fifteenth point , 
Baxter tipped the ball over a "ready 
and waiting" block of Seikirk. · 
In the second set, Douglas 
jumped to a strong lead 10-4 over 
Selkirk.Itwasaneasy setasChuand 
Gabert gave "strong setting and play-
making" keeping Selkirk uneased to 
handle what would return to them 
over the net. 
Jeff Foo entered the game and 
togetherwithBaxterandMcNamara, 
they brought in the key hits, trouncing 
Selkirk 15-4 within two rotations. 
The third set was no exception 
for the Royals in the beginning. The 
Royals began with a 7-0 lead which 
turned to 9-4 score due to poor ball-
handling and receiving skills of 
Selkirk. 
Selkirk made a tremendous 
comeback tying the score at 9-9. 
Douglas Coach Brian Newman 
worked his team to attack in 
impossible places. 
Setter Paul Chu lacked on his 
control ~ handling the second hits 
but quickly regained composure. 
Peter Konopacki subbed onto the 
court to surprise the opposition with 
a hard and swift kill. Selkirk then 
began usingthe ''high wall" approach. 
The 13-12lead came slowly for the 
Royals. 
The heat and tension of the game 
shot through the roof as Selkirk 
realized that hope was not always 
lost from a bad hit. Whenever they 
sawthechancetoreturntheball,they 
jumped to return theplaytoDouglas. 
Selkirk's comeback was not quite 
enough. 
Douglas won the set 16-14. Their 
current record is now at 3-().{). 
Oops! In our last issue, we 
mistakenly attributed the quote 
"K!U~~ B-Qued" to Men's 
Volleyball coach Brian Newman. 
Mr. Newman actually said "Kill or 
be killed." We apologize for any 
inconvenience. 
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Women•s Team Take Fourth Place in Province 
by Tawnya Boudler and Elaine Leong 
"Just because we've been 
considered the Underdogs, doesn't 
mean we'll stay that way forever." 
Sara Weatherby said. 
The Women's soccer team took 
Douglas's name to the BCCAA 
provincial playoffs for a second time 
in two seasons. It was a toughfightin 
getting there and even tougher for 
them when they got there. 
Douglas Colleges' Womens 
SoccerTeamcompetedagainstFraser 
Valley College of Chilliwack on site. 
It was thefinaHeaguegametoqualify 
the Royals for the provincial play-off 
without having to play FVC for a 
second time. 
Up to the 25 minute mark both 
teamsstruy,gied offensively. Jennifer 
Allan orthe Royals played 
agressively, making a high crossing 
pass to Lianne Arabsky who waited 
in thepenaltyarea.Atthe37thminute 
Allan put the ball through the goalie 
defense to score. Unfortunatley, the 
goal was disallowed. The score 
remained a 0-0 tie. 
The goalies of both teams 
showedequaldiligenceindoingtheir 
job when the offensive of the other 
team passed through the lines of 
defense. At the 40th minute, Jenn 
Boone attempted to score but was 
foiled by the FVC goalie, Katherine 
Fast. At the 45th minute, FVC's Jo-
ann Radcliff took the run down the 
field to receive the ball from her 
teammates to shoot. She couldn't get 
past Douglas goalie Jackie Laprise 
whochallengedhertwentyfeetfrom 
the net. 
Starting the second half, with a 
0-0 tie, the game became more 
agressive as each minute passed. 
Throughout the second half, 
FVCwasawarded threepenaltyshots 
fromoverahundredfeetaway.Each 
kicker of FVC aimed the ball at the 
heads of the players forming the 
Douglas wall. As the players ducked 
to avoid being "totalled" by the ball. 
Laprisehadnodifficultyinstopping 
the kicks. 
The aggressive nature of the 
game brought on rough contact 
slowing the pace of action as the 
official was forced to stop the play at 
each injury. 
DanielleDwnaresqoftheRoyals 
wastakenoutofthegameatthe71st 
minute. At the 80th minute, Traci 
Hanm and Jo-ann Radcliff of FVC 
were forced out of the game due to 
minor leg injuries. · 
Towards the end of the game, 
FVC began to slow down thier own 
action. The Royals saw their chance 
to win the game by using their speed 
to their advantage. 
Allan played an excellent game 
as forward of the Royals in bringing 
the ball up along the right side of the 
field against opposition player Peters 
"It was frustrating!" Allan 
commented."The FVC players were 
reallyagressivebutllikethatbecause 
it makes me work harder." 
The frustration Allan felt was 
obvious in the game but she managed 
to beat her check to the ball and pass 
off to Jenn Boone. 
Boone took the ball into the 
offensive penalty area. In attempting 
to score, an offside call was made on 
FVC awarding a penalty goal from 
within forty feet of the goal. 
"At that point I felt really 
jumpy," Boone explained." So far it 
had l~en a hard game, but I knew I 
had to keep my cool. But with the 
on 
school ball and decided to fill in the 
missing spot 
The Royals sung the blues in the 
game as they struggled to keep 
themselves on the offensive play. 
Paula Artsuo stood out on defense 
againbutitwasn'tenoughasLangara 
charged forward scoring two goals 
at the 8th and 20th minutes. The 
initial goal for Langara was scored 
by Tammy Crawford and second 
was scored by Nicole Sedquick. 
These two goals did not dampen 
the Douglas spirit. Captain 
McCallum and Boone both attacked 
the Langara goal post with kicks in 
thepenaltyareaand high cross passes, 
but missing the net by about three 
feet or having the Langara goalie 
block the shot made it even harder 
photo by Belly 
Douglas Women's Soccer Team Fall of 1992 
Back row: Jennifer Boone (all-star), Sonya Moir, Sara Weatherby, Shannon Thompson, Kira Slnow, Angela Kenner, 
Michelle Postera, Danllle Dumaresq, Anita Guglimini (assistant) 
Front row: Jennifer Branco, Jennifer Allan, Paula Artsuo (Best Defender of B.C.)., Jackie Laprise (goal keeper), Marla 
Weatherby, Carrie CoHingwood, Ueanne Arabsky, Kelly McCollum (captain) 
Coaches: Barry Manning, Head CoaCh Dan Jones Missing: CoachJohn Collins and Gareth Michael ( fitness expert) 
Both teams reverted to streaking the support of my team, I felt I could do for the Royals to keep up. 
legs from beneath each other. it," (\t half-time Langara was 
In the 55th minute, Tania Peters Boone forced the goal for leadmg 2-0. 
and Mary Frew of FVC turned the Douglas winning the game with a In the second half, Langara 
play over to a breakaway shot. Paula lone goal. Fmalscore:1-0for Douglas. playersCrawford,Sedquicka_nd two 
Artsuo kept up with the breakaway From the win on Halloween, others placed four .more pomts on 
run to foil any attempt by Peters. BCCAAactionsaw D. C.'s Women's the Langara score. 
At the 60 minute mark, Jackie soccer team in playoff action the At the end, Douglas was beaten 
Laprise made a spectaculr save as following weekend. 6-0 by ~gara. T~s loss placed 
Peters had attempted again to score. In the semi-final game, Douglas Douglas m the runmng fo~ Bronze 
Taking the blast of the attack in the was set up against second ranked medal _the ne:ct day agams~ the 
chest, Laprise made it evident that Vancouver Community College MalaspmaMannersattheCoqwtlam 
the shot would never get past her. Langara. The game was to be played Round Town Centre. 
CharleneParkerofFVC turned atShannonPark,1pmonFriday the The two teams had previously 
the play around ,taking another 
breakaway run of over forty yards 
without anyone on defense between 
her and Laprise in goal. As she was 
about to shoot, Jennifer Branco 
appearedoutofnowheretoblockthe 
shot 
6th. played one another in a gut-
However, before facing wrenchinggamethisseasonthathad 
Langara, Douglas suffered the loss of ended off in a 1-1 tie. 
Goaltender Laprise due to illness. The Royals kicked off first and 
Dona Capobianco, whousuallyplays were quick to seize control of the 
midfield for the Royals had had game. Within the first five minutes, 
experience as a goaltender in high Douglas offense pushed through the 
'""'""''"''""defense and attempted for 
twogoals. Thegamewascompetitive 
with both teams playing strong. 
However, the Royals held the 
advantage by ga tting to the ball first, 
everytime. 
Inthisfinalgame,Douglas'Team 
CaptainMcCallumdonned the goalie 
jersey in placeofLaprise. Meanwhile, 
Capobianco took McCallum's place 
on the field. 
Forty-five minutes into the first 
halfofthega,me, thefirstattemptata 
goal was made by #5 Hooly Swift. 
The ball was deflected off of the goal 
post by a narrow margin. 
Asthe game progressed, there 
was an aggressive attitude and 
tension building between the 
opposing sides. This was 
demonstrasted as Mariner Tanya 
Hughes received a yellow card for a 
"push''. This push had sent Royals's 
Shannon Thompson sliding away at 
least five feet on the wet field. 
"Keep your hands off her, 
ladies!" the official had exclaimed. 
The first half ended in a tie of 0-
0witheitherteam having yet to score. 
In the second half, Malaspina 
started with an attempt to score, 
immediatley after their kick-off. A 
brilliant save by McCallum prevented 
any upset in the balance of the game 
score. A few minutes later, Royal's 
player, Boone gained control of the 
ball, thus turning the play over to 
Douglas. Unasstisted, Boone scored 
the initial goal in the game. 
Things turned dark for Douglas 
as a knee injury was sustained by 
Danielle Dumaresq, as she twisted 
her leg to pass the ball. 
Swift of the Mariners scored a 
goal within fifteen minutes into the 
second half creating a 1-1 tie. Control 
of the ball, then went back and forth 
between the two teams for about 
fifteen minutes.Boone brought the 
ball up the field , passing to Donna 
Capobianco who then completed a 
goal, bringing the score to 2-1 for the 
Royals. 
With twelve minutes left in the 
second half, a penalty shot was 
rewarded to Malasapina's Tracy 
Gregory. The shot was taken and 
scored, once again tying the game 
up. This being the final score for the 
game, thus forcing the game into two 
fifteen minute halves of overtime. 
Douglas College changed its 
tacticstomoreofanoffensivestrategy. 
Now determined to make the 
winning goal. 
This, however, was interupted 
by the referee's second call against 
the Royal's defense for the tripping 
of Malasapina's forward in a 
scrambleforcontroloftheball. Tanya 
HugheS made a succesful penalty 
shot and the advantage was once 
again Malasapina' s with a score of 3-
2. 
With five minutes left in the 
second half of overtime, Jenn Boone 
tied up the game with yet anotyher 
goal. This forced the game to go to a 
shoot out. 
Number seventeen of 
Malasapina, ShellySandland,kicked 
the final and deciding shot to win the 
bronze medal for her team. 
Douglas College's women's 
soccer coach, Dan Jones, felt very 
proudofhisteam,butwasdismayed 
at what he called the referee's 
"atrocious decision," with reference 
to the last penalty in the game. 
Malaspina's Coach, DanMoslin, 
commented thatShellySandlandand 
Tanya Hughes were superb players. 
'1'm happy for the players. It was 
difficult after the foss yesterday 
helped a lot Douglas was a very 
good team.'' 
Considering the wet field 
conditions and the numerous amount 
of injuries to a team already short of 
players, the D.C. Royals walked away 
knowing that they still had won a 
small but significant victory. 
